
Database warehouse and data mining CF

Data warehouse design

In order to design a data warehouse system some risks have to be taken into
account:

. high user expectation;

. quality of data (if OLTP is present);

. project management (cooperation among users, system acceptance by
end users).

A data warehouse design can be realized following two approaches:

. top-down;

. bottom-up.

The first one provides a complete view of business data, but the implementa-
tion is complex, takes a lot of time and it is very expensive. The bottom-up
approach, instead, increments time by time the data warehouse adding new
data marts when it is necessary. This approach is less expensive, much easy
to perform intermediate checks because the attention is focused on specific
areas at time, but does not have the entire global representation of business
data.

At first, requirement analysis are collected in order to be supported by
data mart, then the attention is focused on information system who con-
straints the implementation. The first data mart selected is crucial for the
company so have to be feeded by reliable sources otherwise data has low
quality and tests are not reliable.

Application requirements are described by the characterization of facts
(relevant events for the company): granularity, history span and measures
are the main features considered. The workload, instead, is not know a pri-
ori, so the system first have to be developed and tested.

Structural requirements are:

. feeding periodicity (collect data, then feed it);

. avaiable space for data and derived data (indices, materialized views);

. system architecture;

. development planning.
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Conceptual design

Insted using ER model which is not adapted, the model actually used is
DFM (Dimensional Fact Model); it has the following charactheristics:

. it is a graphical model;

. for each fact defines a fact schema (dimensions, hierarchies, measures);

. provide design documentation.

Definitions

B Facts are relevant events adn evolves with time.

B Dimensions describe the analysis of a fact and are charactherized by
attributes.

B Measures describe the numerical property of a fact.

Hierarchy

Attributes are structured as a hierarchy and describe dimensions at different
levels: the hierarchy represents a relationship among a subset of attributes,
usually a functional dependance (1:n).

Sometimes events can be aggregated based on attributes along the hier-
archy path: the summarization of measures is obtained aggregated measures
of events with low level of hierarchy, but always according to the time.

Measures can be distinguish according to the type:

. additive if they can be aggregated with sum operator;

. non additive if they can not be aggregated with sum operator;

. non aggregable if the can not be aggregated by means of any operator;

and they can be classified in:

. stream measures: possible evaluation at the end of a period, they are
aggregable;

. level measures: evaluated in a given period, they are non additive in
time;

. unit measures: evalutated in a given instant of time, they are non
additive for any dimension.
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Time representation

If an event occurs it modifies explicity data at a certain instant of time,
but dimensions may change (typically slower) in time so the model have to
taken into account this fact, for example, with particular models.

There are several kinds of representation:

. overwrite (type I): the old value is substituted with the new one (some
information is lost but the schema is preserved);

. replication (type II): information is replicated when an instance is
modified (this is done according to time in which modification occurs:
it increases dimensions);

. mapping (type III): events are mapped to a dimension value sampled
at a given instant of time (managing events and timestamps increases
a lot the workload).

Workload

The workload is defined by:

. standard reports;

. approximations estimates.

At the beginning, dureing the design time, it is difficult to estimate precisely
the workload, so may happend that if data warhouse succeeds, user and
query number can increase. Another risk that have to be taken in account
is the fact that query type may vary over time: a possible solution is over-
estimation.

Data volume

The space have to be estimated for data and other physical structures such
as indices and materialized views. Features to be considered are:

. event cardinality for each fact;

. domain cardinality;

. attribute lenght.

The volume really occupated depends on sparsity and on the temporal span
of data storage.
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